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Simplex
HARDWARE

Cylindrical Knob Series

How to Order

 SERIES          FUNCTION                 FINISHES
 
   Cylindrical Knob         See function page 605 (Bright Brass)
   Cylindrical Knob-I/C Core    606 (Satin Brass)
      612 (Satin Bronze)
      613 (Oil Rubbed Bronze)
      625 (Bright Chrome)   
      626 (Satin Chrome)
      629 (Bright Stainless Steel)
      630 (Satin Stainless Steel)

Ordering Example       
                

1. Cylindrical Knob Series
2. Entry/Office Lock
3. Satin Stainless Steel

SPXCK   SPXKB100 630

Latch   ANSI Strike
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Grade 1 Extra Heavy Duty Cylindrical Knob

SPXCK100  F82

Entry/Office Lock
Push Button locking. Pushing  button in inside knob 
locks outside lever until unlocked with key or turning 
inside lever. Closing door does not release button. *

SPXCK101  F81

Entry/Office Lock
Turn/Push button locking.  Pushing and turning 
button locks outside knob requiring use of key until 
button is manually unlocked. Pushing button locks 
outside knob until unlocked with key or inside knob 
is turned. **

SPXCK102  F91

Store Door Lock
Deadlocking latch bolt operated by knob from 
either side, except when both knobs are locked by 
key in knob from either side.

SPXCK103  F84

Classroom Lock
Deadlocking latch bolt operated by knob either side 
except when outside knob is locked form outside 
by key.  When outside knob is locked, latch bolt 
is operated by key in outside knob or by rotating 
inside knob.

SPXCK104  F80

Communicating Lock
Deadlocking latch bolt operated by knob from 
either side.  Turning key in either knob or unlocks 
its own knob independently.

SPXCK105  F86

Storeroom Lock
Deadlocking latch bolt operated by key in outside 
knob or rotating inside knob. Outside knob is 
always fixed.

SPXCK106  F88

Vestibule Lock
Deadlocking latch bolt operated by knob from 
either side except when outside knob is locked 
by key from inside, latch bolt may be retracted 
by key in outside knob or by rotating inside knob.

SPXCK109  F87

Institutional Lock
Deadlocking latch bolt operated by key in  knob 
from either side.  Both knobs always fixed.

Cylindrical Knob Series
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Grade 1 Extra Heavy Duty Cylindrical Knob

SPXCKH10  F93

Hotel/Motel Lock
Deadlocking latch bolt operated by knob from 
inside at all times. Outside knob always fixed.  
Latch bolt operated by key from outside except 
when push button inside is operated thus 
shutting out all keys except emergency key.  
Inside push button provides lockout feature by 
keeping indicator thrown. Turning inside knob 
or closing door releases indicator and shut out 
feature.

SPXCK110  F77

Patio Lock
Deadlocking latch bolt operated by knob from 
either side. Outside knob is locked by push 
button inside and unlocked by rotating inside 
knob or closing door.

SPXCK120  F76

Privacy Lock
Latch bolt operated by knob form either side.  
Outside knob is locked by push button inside 
and unlocked by emergency release outside, 
rotating inside knob or closing door.

SPXCK130  F75

Passage/Closet Set
Latch bolt operated by knob from either side at 
all times.

SPXCK140

Single Dummy Trim
Single dummy trim for one side of door.

SPXCK150  F89

Exit Latch
Deadlocking latch bolt by inside knob. Outside 
knob rigid.

SPXCK160

Connecting Room/Exit Lock
Deadlocking latch bolt operated from inside only.  
Blank plate outside.

SPXCK163

Connecting Room/Exit Lock
Deadlocking latch bolt operated by knob from 
inside except when inside knob is locked by key.  
Blank plate outside.

Finishes:      
Simplex Finish US3 US4  US10  US10B      US26  US26D     US32D
BHMA  605 606 612 613      625  626       630

Cylindrical Knob Series




